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millions today. And who could forget one of literature's best-known lines: Reader, I married her from her classic novel Jane Eyre? Part of a remarkable family that produced three acclaimed female writers during the nineteenth century in Britain, when some women wrote, and less were published, Brontë has become a great source of inspiration for writers,
especially women, ever since. Now that Reader, I married Him, twenty of today's most celebrated female authors have spun original stories using Jane Eyre as a springboard. Reader, I Married Him features stories by: Tracy Chevalier, Tessa Hadley, Helen Dunmore, Kirsty Gunn, Joanna Jane Gardam, Emma Donoghue, Susan Hill, Francine Prose, Elif
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finest female writers taking inspiration from the famous line of Charlotte Brontë's most beloved novel, Jane Eyre. With the literary canon, charlotte brontë fixture is revered by readers around the world. Her books featuring memorable, powerful heroines still resonate with millions today. And who could forget one of the literature's best-known lines: Reader, I
married her from her classic novel Jane Eyre? Part of a remarkable family that produced three acclaimed female writers during the 19th century in Britain when some women and less published, Brontë has become a great source of inspiration for writers, especially women, since then. Now Reader, I married Him, twenty of today's most famous female authors
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Salley Vickers Nadifa Mohamed Esther Freud Linda Grant Lionel Shriver Audrey Niffene Namwali Serpell elizabeth McCracken Unique, inventive, and poignant, reader stories, I married him to pay tribute to the literary genius Charlotte Brontë, and show once again that her extraordinary vision continues to inspire readers and writers. Published by: New York,
NY :, William Morrow, HarperCollins Publishers Imprint,2016. Edition: First Morrow Paperbacks edition. ISBN: Characteristics: 295 pages ; 21 cm Additional Contributors: Chevalier, Tracy Hadley, Tessa My Mother's Wedding. Hall, Sarah 1974 - Luxury Hour. Danmor, Helena, 1952- Grace Poole's testimony. Gunn, Kirsty The Dangerous dog. Briscoe, Joanna
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Tracy Dorset crack. Mohamed, Nadifa 1981- Party girl. Stuart, John, 1966- Clay, Linda, 1942- Mash-up. Shriver, Lionel Self-seeding sycamore. Niffenegger, Audrey Orphan exchange. Serpell, Namwali 1980- Double men. McWalin, Elizabeth Robinson at Kruso Water Park. Content: Preface to Tracy ChevalierMy Mother's Wedding / Tessa HadleyLux Hour /
Sarah HallGrace Poole in her testimony / Helen DunmoreDangerous dog / Kirsty GunnTo hold / Joanna BriscoeIt is a human life, ladies / Jane GardamSince first I saw his face / Emma DonoghueReader, I married him / Susan HillThe mirror / Francine ProseA migrating bird / Elif ShafakBehind mountain / Evie WyldMania from Buenos Aires / Patricia
ParkReader, she married me / Salley VickersDorset gap / Tracy ChevalierParty girl / Nadifa MohamedTransference / Esther FreudThe mash-up / Linda GrantThe self-fence sycamore / Lionel ShriverThe orphanage / Audrey NiffeneggerDouble men / Namwali SerRobpellinson Crusoe at the waterpark / Elizabeth McCraNotess on investorsA note about
Charlotte Bronckentë. Summary: This collection of original stories is today's finest female writers – including Tracy Chevalier, Francine Prose, Elizabeth McCracken, Tessa Hadley, Niffenegger, and more - take takes from the opening line of Charlotte Brontë's most beloved novel, Jane Eyre. To start my review reader, I married him uni reading- found it to be a
pretty odd book. I felt like it was lacking in character development and chunks of info. Was also getting quite confused with all the different names the main character was called. Didn't really understand why she did what she did, but found it alright in the story. Uni reading– found it to be a pretty odd book. I felt like it was lacking in character development and
chunks of info. Was also getting quite confused with all the different names the main character was called. Didn't really understand why she did what she did, but found it alright in the story. ... more sly and fun. Short, clever and exquisite secret. Don't you just love a book whose last line is you laughing out loud! It's been a while since the last one happened,
and since I last read Michelle Roberts. Having devoured everything she wrote in the 90s, the Doctor put paid fiction on for a while and I wasn't back. It was a light, pretty fantastic farcical return that I really enjoyed. As always, it is very Catholic completely irreverent, but located in theology, with the skepticism of health clergy and a good dose of classical
feminism. I'm off look Don't you just love a book whose last line is you are laughing out loud! It's been a while since the last one happened, and since I last read Michelle Roberts. Having devoured everything she wrote in the 90s, the Doctor put paid fiction on for a while and I wasn't back. It was a light, pretty fantastic farcical return that I really enjoyed. As
always, it is very Catholic completely irreverent, but located in theology, with the skepticism of health clergy and a good dose of classical feminism. I'm off looking for other names I've missed...... more I've never read michèle Roberts before so I didn't know what to expect, but it was very interesting. Some great descriptions of food and buildings, as well as
amusing characters and, I think, a mystery. I've never read michèle Roberts before so I didn't know what to expect, but it was very interesting. Some great descriptions of food and buildings, as well as amusing characters and, I think, a mystery. ... more this book is just weird. Like another reviewer said, I felt like I lacked tons of details throughout the novel,
and although I had more or less understood everything by the end of the year, I was quite frustrated. The end was sudden and quite unexpected, and it was certainly not a positive surprise. It was a light read, a good plane, but the whole other half, really, was just weird. Aurora doesn't have many random, sudden, unexpected things, and attributes everything
to her self-charac This book is just weird. Like another reviewer said, I felt like I lacked tons of details throughout the novel, and although I was or less understand the understanding of to the end, I was quite frustrated. The end was sudden and quite unexpected, and it was certainly not a positive surprise. It was a light read, a good plane, but the whole other
half, really, was just weird. Aurora does many random, sudden, unexpected things, and attributes everything to her self-characterization as an extrovert. By the end of the year, I didn't like this book, but it really wasn't particularly worth reading. ... the more I compare reading this book reading a book in another language or watching a foreign movie.
Throughout the book I felt like I lacked a lot of information (or that they were not given and should have been), but insisting at least is a gist on the story.... now that I'm done I think it was a good thing that I wasn't given a lot of details. The author writes in a beautiful and interesting way, and the book was very clever. Special ends! I compare reading this book
reading a book in another language or watching a foreign movie. Throughout the book I felt like I lacked a lot of information (or that they were not given and should have been), but insisting at least is a gist on the story.... now that I'm done I think it was a good thing that I wasn't given a lot of details. The author writes in a beautiful and interesting way, and the
book was very clever. Special ends! ... more Just finished this easy to read book. Nice and light, with a cute twist at the end. A friend at work suggested it, and so I read it. I had never heard of Michele Roberts, so I learned about a new author. I think she has several books. What I liked about the book, the big, airy way! Yes, I'm 50 and not afraid to admit that I
want to be able to see what I'm reading! I could look at another of her books. Great for a beach or plane. Just finished this easy-to-read book. Nice and light, with a cute twist at the end. A friend at work suggested it, and so I read it. I had never heard of Michele Roberts, so I learned about a new author. I think she has several books. What I liked about the
book, the big, airy way! Yes, I'm 50 and not afraid to admit that I want to be able to see what I'm reading! I could look at another of her books. Great for a beach or plane. ... more read over the course of a three-night stay at the conference. An interesting compilation of short stories, all with a connection – and some very tiny – by Jane Eyre. My favorite was
the statement of made female caretaker. Others didn't seem related at all. Overall, however, an interesting read. Read over the course of a three-night stay at the conference. An interesting compilation of short stories, all with a connection – and some very tiny – by Jane Eyre. My favorite was the statement of made female caretaker. Others didn't seem
related at all. However, in general, an interesting ... more Really liked most of this book – read it in one sitting yesterday – but ends up putting me off. I think I'll get a tattoo that says: Dislike ends because it seems to happen to me a lot. This one seemed silly and at odds with the overall tone and atmosphere of the book. But there was a lot here I liked so 3
stars it is. Really enjoyed most of these books – read it in one sitting yesterday – but the ending put me off. I think I'll get a tattoo that says: Dislike ends because it seems to happen to me a lot. This one seemed silly and at odds with the overall tone and atmosphere of the book. But there was a lot here I liked so 3 stars it is. ... more I love Michele Roberts, but
this book seemed out of character for her, not her style at all. I can't say I liked it that much, left me frustrated, which never ever happens to me when I read Michele Roberts Loved writing, but hated the story... Very strange characters are some cute and funny bits in this book, and great endings, but eventually I found this dull read. far below my expectations. I
read this while giving birth. It was a strange choice. My plan was reading Little, Big John Crowley, but my daughter was ten days late being born, and I had already completed that. Odd and deliciously farcical. The end was SOoo disappointment - I felt betrayed! Betrayed!
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